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In recent years, liberalization, privatization, and deregulation have become commonplace in sectors once dominated by government-owned monopolies. In telecommunications, for example, during the 1990s, more than 129 countries established independent regulatory agencies and more than 100 countries privatized the state-owned telecom operator. Why did so many countries liberalize in such a short period of time? For example, why did both Denmark and Burundi, nations different along so many relevant dimensions, liberalize their telecom sectors around the same time?
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Preface

Ninety percent of the world market has embraced the paradigm shift of competition, privatization, and liberalization.


Forces of globalization have transformed the political and economic landscape in countries around the world, in areas ranging from economic policy to social policy. In recent years, liberalization, privatization, and deregulation have become commonplace in sectors once dominated by government-owned monopolies. Some of these shifts came with stunning speed, and on an unexpectedly global level. In telecommunications, for example, during the 1990s, more than 158 countries established new independent regulatory agencies and more than 126 countries privatized the state-owned telecom incumbent operator. Why did so many countries liberalize in such a short period of time? For example, why did both Denmark and Burundi, nations different along so many relevant dimensions, liberalize their telecom sectors around the same time?

I demonstrate how global markets affect domestic institutional innovations through a key mechanism of diffusion – through the interaction of international organizations and domestic states’ governments. I argue that international organizations – and not national governments or global market forces – are the primary drivers of policy convergence in the important arena of telecommunications regulation. I show that international organizations play a critical
role in the diffusion of domestic institutional innovations in three ways: they help create and shape preferences for reform, they provide forums for expert discussions, and they provide forums for the emergence of policy standards within the emerging regime for telecommunications regulation. Yet, I also show that international organizations and international policy convergence leave room for substantial variation among the national cases. I also carefully assess the balance between the international pressures that produce convergence and the domestic factors that account for national variations.

The Diffusion of Innovation Through Membership in International Institutions

This book addresses this important gap in the diffusion literature, as well as in conventional political economy explanations, by identifying specific actors and mechanisms associated with policy innovation in the telecommunications sector. In this regard, the diffusion of regulatory reform is said to occur when the prior adoption of a practice by one or more countries, such as the establishment of a separate regulatory authority, affects the probability of adoption in those countries that retain monopolistic, closed, telecommunications markets. The mechanisms for diffusion are critical, and this book argues that they reside in no small part in nations’ participation in international organizations. This argument builds upon some recent work in socialization theory and developments in international law (Johnston 2008; Raustiala 2002; Slaughter 2004).

Socialization through international organizations (in the three ways noted) helps explain many aspects of liberal policy adoption, from the overall direction of reform to the timing of reform enactment and some of the specific substantive regulations enacted. I argue that economic policy choice is conditioned by the choices of other countries and international organizations, but that countries do not merely receive policies “from above,” either through mechanisms of coercion or purely through top-down teaching. Yet, socialization through international organizations may not
affect all aspects of market-oriented telecommunications reform. Some of the scope conditions for this kind of argument may only apply in conditions of high uncertainty, with a substantial ideological consensus in favor of the appropriateness of the proposed policy innovations (e.g., the establishment of a new, separate telecom agency). For example, it may be that market competition best explains the spread of liberalization, and that domestic political and economic configurations coupled with a lack of global ideological consensus on privatization best explain the privatization (or lack thereof) of the state-owned telecom operator.

I first argue that international policy diffusion plays a critical role in explaining the spread and shape of liberal telecom reforms. Next, I show that international organizations are key actors and agents of diffusion in developing and promoting policies for regulatory reform in telecommunications. International organizations help create and shape preferences for reform and also provide forums for expert discussions and the emergence of policy standards within the new regime for telecom regulation.

Yet, although diffusion is one understudied factor critical to understanding the spread of liberal reforms in key policy areas, it cannot explain some policy decisions; for example, the decision to open economies to competition and to privatize the dominant state-owned firms. The pattern of implementation of liberal reforms can partly be explained by the different diffusion mechanisms working through interaction with international institutions, and partly by more conventional political economy explanations of interest groups and national institutions.

Global Markets and Government Regulation in Telecommunications sheds new light on old debates. First, this book highlights the importance and differential effects of the role of international organizations in the global spread of liberal policy reforms. Although many scholars assert the importance of international institutions, this is the first study to examine systematically how international institutions, in particular the World Trade Organization (WTO), the European Union (EU), and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), play critical roles in the diffusion of liberal telecom reforms.
Second, this book recasts the long-standing debate over global convergence versus persistent national divergence in generating incentives and pressures for the emergence of common global standards while simultaneously creating significant space within which national governments and actors can craft autonomous policy responses. There is diversity within convergence. Thus, Global Markets and Government Regulation in Telecommunications is a story about common global changes with important domestic variations that go beyond “national styles of regulation” (Vogel 2006).

Third, this book bridges important literatures that too often talk past each other in assessing the current, more open global economy. Conventional political economy explanations of telecommunications policy reform focus primarily on domestic interest groups and state institutions, ignoring the importance of international organizations, international markets, and international policy diffusion (Levy and Spiller 1994; Noll and Rosenbluth 1995; Thatcher 1999). International relations scholarship focuses in general more on international organizations and member states (Checkel 2005; Finnemore 1993, 1996; Vreeland 2003), international regimes (Cowhey 1990; Sandholz 1993), or the enduring power of nation-states (Drezner 2007; Krasner 1991), and not as much on sources of global policy diffusion. For that matter, recent literature on global policy diffusion does not take into account the specific actors, mechanisms, and channels of international organizations (Levi-Faur and Jordana 2005; Simmons, Dobbin, and Garrett 2008).

This book, by contrast, focuses on the role of international organizations in the diffusion of regulatory reform, while addressing key drivers of variation at both the international and domestic levels of analysis. In doing so, it contributes to all of these literatures and prompts us to think differently about the interplay between international and national actors and institutions.

THE PUZZLE OF GLOBALIZATION

This book focuses on the global proliferation of independent regulatory agencies in telecommunications and the concomitant
spread of neoliberal policies that caused what seems, on the sur-
face, to be a wide degree of institutional convergence across a
broad range of countries. Yet, I show that, even amidst global-
ization, countries retained a considerable degree of autonomy in
the implementation of policies. This book builds on other, older
analyses of a regime for telecommunications (Cowhey 1990) and
tells a truly global story using cases from Europe.¹

The rapid and concurrent global transformation of the telecom
sector presents a puzzle that conventional political economy
accounts of institutional change do not and cannot explain. What
is needed is a new theory of how governments respond to global
pressures to create, transform, and regulate new markets and tech-
nologies, and how the international diffusion of policy ideas can
affect domestic capacity for regulation and economic policy. This
book proposes this theory: that international institutions influence
domestic state policy action in telecommunications. And, this book
not only proposes a new theory of international actor influence in
telecommunications – it has even more explanatory power than
current theories.

This is the puzzle: there is an emergence of potent international
actors in the last two decades of the twentieth century at the same
time that nations across the board are engaging in impressively
similar sector-specific regulatory change. These two phenomena
are connected, but, to date, the literature has not captured these
dynamics. This study brings it all together.

WHY SHOULD WE CARE?

Each person is a consumer of telecommunications, from our
iPhones to our laptops, and how we get access to the globalized
world is affected by political compromises in how governments
regulate technology and markets. How these rules are created and

¹ For an excellent reference of an emergent new regime in Africa, see Cogburn,
transformed affects who gets access to the increasingly globalized world and at what cost, and these are inherently important and political questions.

I demonstrate how some major international organizations, especially the WTO, EU, and OECD, played critical roles in structuring the international diffusion of domestic policy innovations, especially the introduction of competition into previously closed markets, the establishment of separate regulatory agencies, and the introduction of private sector participation. Other new actors emerged as well, including cross-border alliances of firms and networks of regulatory agencies.

Yet, despite global shifts indicating the increasing influence of these international organizations and layers of governance, the nation-state is alive and well. This book builds on other literatures (Berger and Dore 1996; Mosley 2003; Wibbels 2005) to argue that domestic national institutions continue to play a critical role even within the larger context of globalization, Europeanization, and other regional forces.

The proliferation of international institutions and their impact has become a central question in international relations, in analyzing how and when international institutions influence national policies (Martin and Simmons 1998). Many theories focus on the extent to which international institutions interact directly in their relations with states, through either a “teaching” or “learning” capacity (Barnett and Finnemore 2004; Finnemore 1993, 1996). Much less is known about how international institutions structure an environment in which new networks of subnational actors interact (Johnston 2008; Raustiala 2002; Slaughter 2004).

Telecommunications is an ideal lens through which to analyze this story of globalization and the role of international institutions, as it is a dynamic sector with global reach at the very heart of what is known to be globalization. Telecommunications affects people, firms, and governments, and how these evolving layers of governance have arisen affects known theories and policies about both international politics and markets. This is a story about globalization and the diffusion of technology and policies, with a tension between homogeneity and uniqueness. This story is
different, however, in showing diversity within convergence, particularly in the dramatic diffusion of regulatory change. All was accomplished within ten years, an astonishing pace for institutional and regulatory change.

**LIBERALIZATION, MARKET-ORIENTED REFORMS, AND RELEVANT QUESTIONS**

In the tradition of more careful conceptualization and measurement (Brady and Collier 2004), I use the term “liberal reform” in reference to more general movements and policies toward opening up new markets, lifting restrictions to markets that were closed, and allowing for new entrants. *Liberalization*, in turn, refers specifically to the lifting of ownership restrictions, quotas, and restrictions to entry and exit in the telecommunications sector. *Privatization* is a separate form of market-oriented reform, and is not always an actual market-oriented reform, as empirical research has shown that private monopolists often behave just as restrictively as state-owned monopolists. Furthermore, although deregulation seems to be an example of liberalization, it is not always clear that it leads to more open markets and less government control. Frequently, deregulation leads to *re-regulation*, or what Vogel has termed “freer markets, more rules” (Vogel 1996). By separating the concepts of liberalization, privatization, and re-regulation, we can achieve more analytical leverage to understand the contours of market-oriented reform within telecoms and, arguably, other sectors subject to the vagaries of the global market.

What is not clear is how such choices diffuse among disparate nations, or why one nation chooses a particular option over another. I argue that economic policy choice, particularly the decision to establish a separate regulatory authority for telecommunications, is partly conditioned on actions by other countries and by international organizations. I address two specific questions: how did these reforms travel? And how do governments and other actors learn to regulate “for competition”? These specific questions are important because how governments regulate the telecommunications sector has substantial implications for
overall competitiveness in the world economy, including strategic advantages in this key market sector (Bar and Borrus 1992).

How do governments learn how to regulate “for competition”? Vogel argues that, in the 1980s, what was known as deregulation actually entailed re-regulation, as governments had to introduce even more rules to enforce a freer market (Vogel 1996). This dynamic was taken to the next level in the 1990s and 2000s, as governments not only had to re-regulate sector-specific regulations but also countrywide competition rules. Many economists and practitioners advocated a shift from ex ante regulation to a more general competition authority (Shelanski 2002). The two prime examples of countries that tried this experiment, Australia and New Zealand, later reintroduced a sectoral regulator. Rather than following these two examples, most countries around the world created new regulatory bodies for telecommunications and the information economy.

Furthermore, as outlined later in my diffusion framework, policy makers and regulators joined together in several different groupings of international organizations and regulator networks to exchange best practices for telecom regulation and competition policy. These new transnational governance actors and mechanisms exert substantial influence on the scope and substance of domestic telecom regulations.